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1. (a) Prove the correctness of Booth's Multiplication Algorithm.
(b) Perform the following multiplication using Booth's Multiplication Algorithm:

Show all intermediate steps clearly.

(4 marks)

(-66) x 27 = -1782.
(7 marks)

(c) Consider unsigned integer multiplication with k-bit multiplier X = Xk-JXk-2··· XJXO and k-bit mul-
tiplicand A = ak-Jak-2··· alao. Traditional schoolbook multiplication teaches us to add left-shifted

k-J
partial products (of the form Xi . A· 2i) to get the final 2k-bit product: P = A· X = LXi· A· 2i. An

i=O
easier alternative is not to left shift the partial products, but to shift the cumulative partial product
Pj by one bit at every step to align it with the next partial product. Two versions of this algorithm
can be devised:

• Scheme-L: in "multiplication by right shifts", the cumulative partial product after the (j + l)-th
iteration is given by:
Pj+1 = (Pj + Xj . A· 2k) z-I, with Po = O. This scheme is used in Booth's Multiplication
Algorithm .

• Scheme-2: in "multiplication by left shifts", the cumulative partial product after the (j + 1)-th
iteration is given by:
Pj+1 = 2· Pj + Xk-j-I . A, with Po = O.

Prove that for both these schemes Pk = P = A . X. (4 marks)

(d) Which among these two sequential addition schemes do you think can be implemented in hardware to
operate at a higher clock frequency? Explain your answer. q marks)

(e) Suppose, instead of calculating P = A· X, we are required to perform a "multiply-and-add" operation,
where we have to calculate P = A· X + B, where B is another quantity. Modify the two schemes above
to perform multiply-and-add instead of multiplication. (2 marks)
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2. (a) Describe the segmentation and paging scheme of the Intel Pentium processor in detail. How does this
paging scheme support pages of two different sizes? (9 marks)

(b) Given five memory partitions of 100 kB, 500 kB, 200 kB, 300 kB, and 600 kB (in order), how would
each of the first-fit, best-fit, and worst-fit algorithms place processes of sizes 212 kB, 417 kB, 112
kB, and 426 kB (in order)? (5 marks)

(c) Explain the motivation, structure and challenges in implementing an inverted page table.

(d) Why is it difficult to implement the LRU page replacement scheme in practical systems?
(6 marks)
(3 marks)

(e) Explain the "Second-Chance (Clock) Algorithm" as an approximation of the LRU page replacement
scheme. (4 marks)

(f) Explain the differences between the fork() and vfork() system calls in detail. (3 marks)
(g) Give an example of memory read/write complications that might arise in a pipelined processor im-

plementation, when the operating system follows demand paging. Also, explain how the situation is
handled. (5 marks)

3. (a) Explain in detail the difference between "write-back-with-write-allocate" and "write-back-with-no-
write-allocate" schemes for cache memory in modern processors. (5 marks)

(b) A processor has 32 byte main memory and an 8 byte direct-mapped cache. Table-1 shows the initial
state of the cache: Show the new state of the cache for the following memory address access sequence,

Table l : Initial State of Cache
Index V Tag Data
000 N
001 Y 00 Mem[OOOOl]
010 N .
011 Y 11 Mem[11011]
100 y 10 Mem[10100]
101 y 01 Mem[01101j
110 y 00 Mem[10000j
111 N

and mention Hit/Miss in each case:

11100 10001 00110 00010 11110 11011 00000 00111 10000

(7 marks)
(c) Given N successive R-type MIPS instructions, where each instruction has one destination register and

two source registers, calculate how many unique comparisons (between register sources and destinations)
are necessary to find all RAW, WAR, and WAW dependencies (note that an instruction dependency
does not necessarily mean a pipeline hazard). (5 marks)

(d) Explain the concept of delayed branch as used in MIP:) processors. (2 marks)
(e) The five-stage pipeline of a MIPS-like processor has a forwarding mechanism from the EX/MEM

pipeline register to the input of EX stage, but no forwarding from the output of MEM stage to
EX stage. Assume that the register file is written in the first half, and read in the second half of
the clock cycle. Show the pipeline timing diagram (including stalls) for the following instruction se-
quence: (6 marks)

or $tl, $t2, $t3
or $t2, $tl, $t4
or $tl, $tl, $t2


